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A BRIEF PROOF OF JACOBIAN HYPOTHESIS IMPLIES FLATNESS
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(Communicated by Louis J. Ratliff, Jr.)

Abstract. Let 5 be a polynomial ring in n variables over a field, and let R

be the subring generated by n polynomials. We give a short proof of the fact

that if the Jacobian determinant of these n polynomials is 1 , then 5 is a flat

Ä-module.

Let 5" = k[xx, ... , xn] be a polynomial ring over a field k and let /,

. , fnE k[xx, ... , xn] satisfy the Jacobian hypothesis

(*)

/*.

det

dx,

dx, dx„

Then /, , f2, ... , fn are algebraically independent over k so that R =

k[fx, ••• , /„] is also a polynomial ring over k. If k has characterisitc 0,

the Jacobian conjecture asserts that 5 = R, or equivalently, 5" is a projective

R-module [5, Theorem 46 (iii), pp. 483-484]. The Jacobian hypothesis ( * )

implies that 5" is smooth over R [4, Theorem, p. 484] and separable over R

[5, Theorem 7, p. 458]; moreover, S is finitely generated, equidimensional over

R, R is regular, and S is Cohen-Macaulay, hence by Grothendieck's results

whose proofs are not easy [1, IV, §15; 2, IV, §17], S is flat over R [5, Theorem

38, (1), (4), p. 477]. In this short note we shall give a brief proof of this fact.

Consequences of flatness include that the projective dimension of 5 over R is

at most one and that Sc\k(fx, ... , fn) = R [5, pp. 479-481].
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Theorem. If the Jacobian determinant

d(A,...,fn)  _1
d(xx,...,xn)

then S = k[xx, ... , xn] is flat over R = k[fx ,...,/„]•

Proof. In order to show that S is flat over R, we may assume that k is alge-

braically closed. To see this let k denote the algebraic closure of k, then

we have by the theorem that k[xx, ... , xn] is flat over k[fx,... , fn] and

consequently over k[fx, ... , fn]. As k is free over k, k[xx, ... , xn] is

faithfully flat over k[xx, ... , xn] and we have that k[xx, ... , xn] is flat over

k[fx,...,fn].
To show S is flat over R it sufficies to show that for all maximal ideals q of

5, the localization S is flat over R where p = q n R [3, Theorem 7.1, p. 46].

A maximal ideal q of S looks like (x, -A, , ... , xn-Xn) for some kx , ... , knE

k, and p = qnR = (/,(*,,... , xn) - fx(Xx, ..., A„),... , /„(*,, ...,xa)-
fni/\x, ... , Xn)) isa maximal ideal of R. To simplfy the notation, let A = R ,

m = pR   its maximal ideal; similarly, let B = S , n = c\S   its maximal ideal.

It is well known that (B, n, k) is an «-dimensional regular local ring so that

its maximal ideal n can be generated by n elements, any such n elements are

called a regular system of parameters of B . Moreover, if (vx, ... , vn)B = n,

then there is an isomorphism of graded rings:

k[tx,...,tn]^grniB)

2
ti i-> vt■ A- n

for all i. Here k[tx , ... , tn] is a polynomial ring over k and

i-O n

is the graded ring of B associated with powers of n.

Similarly, (A, m, k) is an «-dimensional regular local ring so that if m —

iux, ... , un)A , then there is an isomorphism of graded rings: k[tx,... , tn] —»

grm(/l) given by ti h-> w(+ m   for all i.

In what follows, let

u _ fijxx,...,xn)-fijkx,...,Xn)

1

which is an element of A . Clearly, («,,..., un)A — m. Next we want to show

that the Jacobian hypothesis ( * ) implies that («,,..., un)B — n, i.e., a (hence

any) regular system of parameters of A is also a regular system of parameters

of B, i.e.,

( ** ) mR = n.
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Using Taylor expansion, we have the following matrix equation:

■ /,(*,.*„)-/, (A,.A„r

329

r df. ,- df. ,- -,

df„f-

(mod q ) .

-/„(*!.*„)-/„(•*.>•••.•*„)■

Here X = (A,,... , An). Passing to the localization S , we have

Vwï
<9x,(A)

9/, ,?■

L dx,

<9x„

<9x„

(A)

(A)

1

-y«-^

i

(mod n ).

Since the Jacobian matrix is invertible by ( * ) the last equation shows that the

images of ux, ... , un form a basis of the vector space n/n over k . Hence by

a version of NAK (Nakayama's lemma) [3, Theorem 2.3 (i), p. 8], «, , ... , un

generate n. This establishes ( ** ).

As a result of ( ** ), we have the following commutative diagram

k[tx,...,tn]

k[tx,...,tn]

&M)

g'„(*)

where a: t¡ i-» w;.-hm and ß: t¡ --► w(. + n are isomorphisms, and y is induced

by the inclusion A «-» R. Thus y is an isomorphism, and R is flat over .4 by

the local flatness criterion [4, Theorem 22.3, (1), (4'), p. 174].    a
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